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How would you feel if someone else had the authority to decide what you should eat, where

you should live, what you should do for living, and who you should marry? Now consider this

question: What would be your religion if you were born in Saudi Arabia? What about Israel,

India, or China? Would you not be a Muslim, a Jew, a Hindu, or a Buddhist, depending on what

your parents believed, and where they were born? As you can see, instead of taking charge,

most of us give “Chance” the authority to choose our spiritual destiny. Why do we make this

exception? Why do we choose our food, but not our faith? This book invites you to set your

soul free from the invisible trap of tradition; to leave, just for a little while, the track of your

ancient ancestors. It inspires you to take a step for your spiritual destiny, to come to a new

garden laden with luscious fruits and flowers of the Spirit.What will you gain from this work?

Discover a social vision and a sense of purpose in your life—a purpose that will lead to

spiritual transformation and fulfillment.Appreciate your uniqueness and infinite potential for

harmony and perfection.See yourself as a spiritual being on an ever-advancing

journey.Discover the second most widely �spread religion in the world—one which is

transforming humankind.Learn to strive for lasting and satisfying goals.Discover the evidence

of your immortality and learn to prepare for a life that awaits every human being.Understand

the purpose of adversity, and learn to turn life’s stresses into spiritual strength.Overcome your

fear of looking into other faiths and experience the exhilaration of doing it.Discover an

astonishing similarity between the world’s great faiths.Recognize that your spiritual destiny is

too important to be left to chance.Restore your faith in a caring God who invites honored

guests to His banquet but never drags them to it.Learn that your beliefs need not be

determined by past generations who lived centuries or thousands of years ago.Find a Faith

that can turn cynicism into optimism, and doubt into an everlasting faith.Discover a community

of believers dedicated to resolving the critical questions of our time—environment, education,

poverty, prejudice, freedom, equality, justice, and peace—on a global scale.Learn to see

religion as a set of values as consistent and rational as scientific principles.Participate in the

creation of a splendid world civilization—the City of God—promised by all great religions since

the dawn of history.See a magnificent vision of the future.
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Dedicated toThe Universal House of JusticeThe Light of Guidance and the Beacon of

Hope,Peace, and Justice for the WorldI have formed you, and appointed you to be a light to all

peoples, a beacon for the nations. _Isaiah 42:6He will make justice shine on the nations... on

every race, never faltering, never breaking down, he will plant justice on earth... _Isaiah

42:1-4Though the mountains move and the hills shake, my love shall be immovable and never

fail, and my covenant of peace shall not be shaken. _Isaiah 54:10I will break bow and sword

and weapon of war and sweep them off the earth. _Hosea 2:18In the last days...Many nations

will come and say, “Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord...There he will teach us his

ways...” Come, people...let us walk in the light of the Lord! _Isaiah 2:2-5And I saw thrones and

they sat upon them... and they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years. _Revelation 20:4

Works by This AuthorAbout the Bahá’í FaithIntroduction to the Bahá’í FaithBahá’í Faith: God’s

Greatest Gift to HumankindBahá’u’lláh: the One Promised in all ScripturesOn Wings of

DestinyOne God, Many Faiths; One Garden, Many FlowersChoosing Your DestinyBiblical

Prophecies that Point tothe Second Advent and Their Fulfillmentby The Báb and Bahá’u’lláhI

Shall Come Again,Lord of Lords,King of KingsCome Now, Let Us Reason TogetherThe Glory

of the FatherThe Greatest NewsHow to Teach the FaithTeaching: The Crown of Immortal

GloryProclaim the Most Great NameThe Magnet of Divine Blessings (a compilation of Sacred

Writings)The AfterlifeThe Glorious Journey to GodUnto God Shall We ReturnDeath: The Door

to HeavenA Messenger of JoyNear Death VisionA Glimpse of Paradise (DVD) (An American

lady is guided to become a Bahá’í while she was clinically dead.)Knowing and Loving

GodGod’s 19 Great Little TranquilizersThe Spiritual Design of CreationFor

MuslimsMuhammad, the Seal of the Prophets (Disproves the belief that Muhammad is the last

Prophet.)PrayersBahá’í PrayersPrayers from the Báb

Tributes tothe Bahá’í FaithWe have conquered the moon and now are reaching for the stars.

Ninety percent of all the scientists who have ever lived, live in our time. Technical knowledge

doubles every 10 years, yet spiritually we are afflicted. Every year our medical specialists save

the lives of millions on the brink of death, while other millions in deep distress attempt to take

their own precious lives. In the United States alone, every day, more than 2,000 people attempt

suicide as an escape from intolerable living.I am firmly convinced that the knowledge and the

insight that the Bahá’í Faith offers, if adopted, can restore the spiritual health of the world and

elevate the human race to tranquility and peace. The power and uniqueness of the Bahá’í Faith

lies in this: it makes religion as practical and rational as science and the scientist as inspired

and spiritual as the saint. _Hon. Dorothy W. Nelson (Judge, Court of Appeals, 9th circuit)[The

Bahá’í Faith] teaches the essential unity of mankind under one God...That is a force which cuts

across politics, trade routes, racial groupings the world around. It can be made a powerful force



in the practical affairs of the world. _Hon. William O. Douglas (US Supreme Court Justice)...the

greatest movement working today for universal peace. _Dr. Auguste Forel (Renowned Swiss

Scientist)Bahá’u’lláh was...without question one of the supreme spiritual geniuses of history.

_Dr. John Holmes, ClergymanIndeed a great light came to me with the message of

Bahá’u’lláh...We pass on the message...and all those we give it to see a light...and much that

was obscure and perplexing becomes simple, luminous and full of hope as never

before....Search out their Books, and let their glorious...words and lessons sink into your hearts

as they have into mine. _Queen Marie of Rumania...the greatest light that has come into the

world since Jesus Christ. _Professor Benjamin Jowett (Oxford University)In our times we can

only survive, and our civilization can only flower, if we reorient the conventional wisdom and

achieve the new insights...proclaimed by the Bahá’í Faith and... now also supported by the

latest discoveries of the empirical sciences. _Dr. Ervin Laszlo (Editor of The World

Encyclopedia of Peace, renowned authority on systems sciences and world order
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Part IFirst ThingsFirstThings which matter most must never be at the mercy of things which

matter least. _GoetheAnything less than a conscious commitment to the important is an

unconscious commitment to the unimportant.[1] _Stephen Covey

Chapter 1Choosing Your DestinyThe Most Critical Decisionin Your LifeHow lofty is the station

which man, if he but choose to fulfill his high destiny, can attain!…Seize, O friends, the chance



which this Day offereth you, and deprive not yourselves of the liberal effusions of His grace.[2]

_Bahá’í ScripturesHow would you feel if someone else had the authority to decide what you

should eat, where you should live, what you should do for living, and who you should marry?

Now consider this question: What would be your religion if you were born in Saudi Arabia?

What about Israel, India, or China? Would you not be a Muslim, a Jew, a Hindu, or a Buddhist,

depending on what your parents believed, and where they were born? As you can see, instead

of taking charge, most of us give “Chance” the authority to choose our spiritual destiny. Why do

we make this exception? Why do we choose our food, but not our faith?This book invites you to

set your soul free from the invisible trap of tradition; to leave, just for a little while, the track of

your ancient ancestors. It inspires you to take a step for your spiritual destiny, to come to a new

garden laden with luscious fruits and flowers of the Spirit.As you advance in your journey, you

will find that each of the great religions is like a beautiful garden that leads to one Gardner and

Designer. You will see many flowers but one fragrance, many gardens but one God, many

temples but one truth, and many ways but one worship:This is the way [to God], walk ye in it.

_Isaiah 30:21I am the way, the truth and the light.[3] _ZoroasterJust this path, there is no other.

[4] _BuddhaI am the way [to God]. _Christ (John 14:6)Follow me: this is the right way [to God].

_Muhammad (Qur’án 43:61)This is the Way of God unto all who are in the heavens and all

who are on the earth.[5] _Bahá’í ScripturesA rainbow is a blend of many colors. It has a

beginning and an end, but is one circle of light.I am the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning

and the End… _Christ (Revelation 1:8)Behold, He is now come…He Who is both the

Beginning and the End...is now manifest before your eyes.[6] _Bahá’í ScripturesWhenever

there is decay of righteousness…then I Myself come forth…for the sake of firmly establishing

righteousness. I am born from age to age. _KrishnaThis discovery of “many ways to one God”

and “one truth in all great religions” will unravel to your soul the most awesome and exquisite

beauty in the spiritual design of the universe. It will give you a new vision of your destiny, it will

elevate your perspective to the paradise of peace, wonder, and oneness.Your eternal destiny is

by far your most precious gift. It is worth infinitely more than all the things you will ever own. Is it

wise not to take charge, not to invest this most glorious gift of God in something that outlasts

life, that will be yours for evermore?O friends! Be not careless of the virtues with which ye have

been endowed, neither be neglectful of your high destiny.[7] _Bahá’í ScripturesHow superior

must be the destiny of the true believer, whose existence and life are to be regarded as the

originating purpose of all creation.[8] _Bahá’í ScripturesYour spiritual choices matter infinitely

more than all the other choices you will make. Everything ends except your soul, everything

descends to a grave except your divine destiny. Why then not take some of the time you devote

to the demands of your physical form—sleeping 8 hours, eating 2 hours, working 8 hours—and

consecrate it to something that will be always yours: your own soul. Why not take 30 minutes

each day away from your earthly pursuits and pleasures—watching television, going to a party,

or traveling—and invest it in heavenly pursuits and pleasures, in finding answers to questions

such as: why are you here, and what on earth should you do for your journey to heaven?Is

there a sense of remorse deeper than realizing that you spent your life on things that did not

really matter? At death, your spirit is the only thing that will remain of you. Taking time away

from momentary demands of your body and worldly desires and devoting it to your eternal

destiny is by far the wisest and most critical decision of your life. Do not allow either the

convenient trap of pro-cras-ti-nation, “Not now, later,” “I am too busy,” “Next year I will have

more time,” or the common illusion of “Death has no power over me. I will be here forever,” to

lull you into negligence, inaction, or complacency.O Children Of Negligence!Set not your

affections on mortal sovereignty and rejoice not therein. Ye are even as the unwary bird that



with full confidence warbleth upon the bough; till of a sudden the fowler Death throws it upon

the dust, and the melody, the form and the color are gone, leaving not a trace. Wherefore take

heed, O bondslaves of desire![9] _Bahá’í ScripturesYour divine destiny is God’s most precious

gift to you. Do not throw it to the winds of chance.You are the master designer of your life,

whether you’ve realized it or not. Think of all your experiences as a huge tapestry that can be

laid out in whatever pattern you wish. Each day you add a thread to the weaving…Do you craft

a curtain to hide behind, or do you fashion a magic carpet that will carry you to unequaled

heights?[10] _Anthony RobbinsBiographical SummariesThe noted author, Marzieh Gail, in her

brief introduction to Bahá’í history wrote:A columnist once said that the biggest scoop of all

time would be the news of the return of Christ. He was mistaken. The return of Christ would

never make the front page. The reason is this:When a man appears calling himself the

Messiah, he does not look as people expect him to look. There is no light around his head—the

light is added by painters, long after he has died. He eats, walks, talks. He comes from a

community where he has been known for years. And when he suddenly announces himself as

a prophet, as one with a new message from God, his community laughs at him. Everybody

knows, people say, that the Messiah will come seated on a throne, or riding on a cloud, and will

preach the same religion that the priests are already preaching in the temples.They laugh. The

man continues to say that he is the servant of a Spirit that he cannot resist. The laughter grows

to anger. Why is he so obstinate in his claim, this man they have known since he was a child. A

few listen to him, and bear the hatred of the rest. The laughter stops. The hatred rises. The

prophet is shut away—chained—perhaps killed.But his voice goes on. People far away listen to

it. Then...men and women in countries across the world build temples in the name of the man

whose own people put him to death.This drama is played all over again, every once in a while

in human history. It has been played again, almost in our time. It did not make the headlines.

[11]Since many readers may be unfamiliar with the major figures of the Bahá’í Faith, the

following basic facts may prove helpful. A more detailed presentation of the Bahá’í history will

be made later in Chapter 10.• The Bahá’í Faith literally means The Glorious Faith—the Faith

that manifests the Glory of God. Bahá’í means “one who is enlightened and glorified.”• The

Báb. On May 23, 1844, a young man entitled the Báb (the Gate) declared the dawning of a

new Day in the religious history of the world. The youth came from Shíráz in southern Persia.

He announced that God would soon send a World Teacher and Savior to bring peace and

order, to unify all humanity, and bring a new creation (“a new race of man”) into being. Within

the brief span of His ministry (1844-1850), the Báb attracted many followers, thousands of

whom were massacred, mostly by the order of fanatical religious leaders of Islam. The Báb

Himself was imprisoned and finally executed in 1850 by a firing squad of 750 soldiers.•

Bahá’u’lláh. In 1863, a nobleman entitled Bahá’u’lláh (Glory of God) announced that He was

the World Teacher promised by the Báb and expected by humanity since the dawn of history.

Like His Herald, the Báb, Bahá’u’lláh encountered relentless opposition and oppression

throughout His ministry. His imprisonment and exile lasted for 40 years. He often referred to His

sufferings with both a sense of submission and honor—submission because He welcomed that

which was ordained for Him, honor because He suffered for the sake of others—to bring hope

and love to the heart of humanity, and peace and justice to the world. Bahá’u’lláh’s Writings

equal a hundred volumes, offering teachings and unveiling “all the truth” (John 16:13) that

humanity will need for at least a thousand years.• ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. Before His passing in 1892,

Bahá’u’lláh appointed His eldest son, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (Servant of Glory), to serve as the

Interpreter and Exemplar of His teachings and the Center of His Covenant. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is also

known as the Mystery of God. His station is not that of the Báb or Bahá’u’lláh, but of the Perfect



Exemplar or Model for all to emulate. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá traveled to many countries, spreading the

teachings of the new religion.• Shoghi Effendi. Shoghi Effendi, grandson of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, did

not consider himself one of the central figures of the Bahá’í Faith, yet he occupies a position of

preeminence. After the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, he served as the appointed Guardian of the

Faith. His chief accomplishment was the building of the Administrative Order of Bahá’u’lláh,

which constitutes a pattern for the future World Order—an Order called by Christ the City that

comes from heaven (Rev. 21:1-4).• Universal House of Justice. Shortly after Shoghi Effendi’s

passing, the responsibility of leadership in the Bahá’í Faith was assumed by that universal

assemblage, that supreme elected institution called by Bahá’u’lláh The Universal House of

Justice. Its members represent and receive the full support of the entire Bahá’í community,

which encompasses over two hundred countries and territories throughout the world.
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Better Days, “A gateway to the greatest spiritual wisdom of this epoch.. The author succinctly

opens your mind and prepares it to receive a well delivered, global perspective that makes

sense of today's tumultuous realities and brings a clear vision of mankind's brilliant future. To
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miss this book might be to miss the opportunity to capture and guide your own spiritual

destiny.  An excellent read for the spiritual seeker of truth.”

The book by Hushidar Hugh Motlagh has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided

feedback.
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